6th Grade Country Report

Research Paper: Country
Assigned: 3/4/14
Paper and Brochure Due: 3/28/14
Presentation Due: 3/31/14

Scenario: Your mom & dad have asked you to plan the next family vacation.

Research a foreign country from the perspective of, “Where would I like to go with my family, what would my family enjoy?”

1...A minimum of 5 paragraphs

I would expect an introductory paragraph with a hook, 3 body paragraphs discussing 3 different reasons to travel there and a concluding -paragraph to wrap everything up.

2...A 2-minute Powerpoint presentation is required. (12 slides, no more than 4 words per slide)

Words on slide should function like a keyword outline and remind you about what you want to say.

3....A travel brochure designed to highlight areas of the country you think travelers (your family) might find interesting. 8.5” x 11, single fold or 2 folds.

Items like amusement parks, national parks, famous land marks, cultural festivals, expense of travel, ease of travel should be considered.

Stay away from countries where travel might be unsafe.

Extra credit for creativity used in the presentation. Costumes, food items, games must be part of the presentation. Simply wearing a costume won’t be enough, you must tie it into the presentation.

See me first to discuss!